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CrossContact® AX6
The perfect SUV tyre with off-road capability.

>      The perfect fit for any driver who spends most of their  
time on the road, but requires more traction when  
heading off the beaten track.

>      Reduce the risk of puncture and improve traction when  
driving off-road due to the sidewall protection wrap.

>      Enhanced wet and dry braking performance due  
to multiple sipes on the tread pattern.

>      High on road safety with a silica tread compound  
for enhanced grip.

>      Comfortable and quiet ride due to the noise blockers in the 
shoulder, reducing noise generated in the centre of the pattern.

When Everything Counts
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CrossContact® AX6

Technical highlights.

Access all areas. For SUVs, utes and off-road vehicles.

Increased wet traction and braking on slippery roads

Thanks to the Silica Tread Compound, the polymer structure is able to grip on slippery roads.  
In addition, the new design of the highly siped pattern improves the water displacement resulting  
in increased grip for exceptional traction and shorter braking distances under wet conditions.

Improved overall durability

Large tread blocks and the tough tread compound minimise the stone retention and resist cutting and  
chipping which leads to excellent durability.

Substantial road noise reduction
The innovative design of the new CrossContact® AX6 with noise blockers blocks the sound waves 
leaving the tyre’s centre. This technology ensures reduced road noise for a smooth and quiet ride.

Additional off-road traction and grip

The open tread pattern of the new CrossContact® AX6 maximises the edges and the contact area which 
provides additional off-road traction. Further traction grooves with gripping teeth prevent the loose 
surface from sliding through the tread grooves. That way the tyre gets more grip.

Mud + Snow Marking
The official logo shows M+S however depending on age and brand of tyre the marketing can be 
represented as M.S or M&S. This marking is not related to a minimum performance requirement but 
is widely used to indicate products suitable for winter conditions. Tyres with the M+S symbol have a 
tread pattern, tread compound or structure that is engineered to deliver better performance in snow 
conditions than a regular tyre, especially in terms of its ability to initiate or maintain vehicle motion.

Tyre performance.

CrossContact® AX6
CrossContact® AT
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